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DEOCS Survey Summary
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Click to Connect:

Over the past few UTA weekends we’ve
pushed for everyone to take the DEOCS survey. We’ve heard from every level examples
of what we are doing right and what needs
attention. I, along with the other unit commanders, presented the findings to the 22nd
Air Force Commander. I want you all to know
that each unit took this survey seriously and
we are all committed to making the Air Force
Reserve a better organization.
For our group, there were no major findings
that require mandatory action. Overall, 40
percent of the group completed the survey.
The results identified the following top three
protective factors, or areas in which we are
doing well as a group: high connectedness,
supportive leadership for all immediate
supervisors, and transformational leadership
for organizational leaders.
Connectedness measures perceptions of
closeness to a group and satisfaction with
one’s relationship to others in the group.
Leadership support is the perception of
support for individual goals (including career
goals), perceptions about leadership communication, and trust in leadership. This style of
leadership is one where leaders inspire staff

by providing motivation and meaning to their
work, giving attention to individuals’ unique
needs, and directing their focus to higher
goals, such as those of the mission. These
factors are attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors
associated with improved performance or
readiness.

for one another, continue to submit suggestions to improve your unit, and to improve
any system or processes that inhibit promotion and retention. Please use your chain of
command or appropriate representatives such
as EO, process improvement, or the Inspector
General to provide feedback.

Our group is heading in the right direction,
but there is room to improve. The survey
also identified the following factors that
could be improved: high stress, presence of
racially harassing behaviors, and presence of
sexually harassing behaviors. While there is
not concrete evidence of widespread racism,
discrimination, or disparate treatment, we
are going to take this is an opportunity to
grow as an organization and to build trust.
We must all do our part to create a culture
that inherently values diversity and inclusion.
Our Equal Opportunity experts are conducting a more in-depth analysis so we can take
deliberate action.

Thank you all for contributing effective
feedback in the DEOCS survey.

We all need to do our part to create a military family that includes everyone who can
and wants to serve. I ask that you all look out

Respectfully,
Colonel Christopher K. Lacouture
913th Airlift Group Commander

Click here to watch the DEOCS summary
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Air Force News

Leading the Way: First Reserve unit to use
C-130J upgrade

New Beginnings: A Reservist’s
Little Rock Reserve maintainers assist
Keesler with WC-130J repair

Airmen in the 913th Airlift Group at Little Rock Air Force Base,
Arkansas, were part of the first Reserve unit to be trained on
the Block 8.1 upgrade for the C-130J Super Hercules.

journey from Ghana
to the U.S.

When Akorfa Eyram Akua Domey was six years old, she said
goodbye to her dad as he left Ghana for the United States.
She didn’t know that 12 years would pass before she would
see him again.

The Block 8.1 upgrade boosts navigation and inter-communication systems, updates friend-or-foe identification and
standardizes aviation systems, which will improve interoperability across the fleet. The modification also allows the C-130J
to comply with worldwide air traffic management regulations.

“My dad had won the U.S. visa lottery,” Domey, now 20, said.
“The visa covered the whole family, but at the time, we didn’t
have the money to move everyone over.”

The Air Force Reserve 913th Airlift Group tested its ability
to prepare and process personnel for a deployment in a
moment’s notice June 6, with a phase 1 exercise at Little Rock
Air Force Base, Arkansas.
“In 2019, the group relied heavily on our host wing to provide
additional experts to process our personnel efficiently,” said
Senior Master Sgt. Cathryn Rock, inspector general superintendent. “This exercise is to identify the exact limits of our
group’s capabilities to process deployers before relying on
external assistance.”
Previously, the block 6.0 navigation system only allowed
limited use of GPS area navigation, or RNAV, forcing the
aircraft to primarily utilize legacy ground based systems for
navigation. With the update, the pilots can now fully utilize
RNAV arrivals, approaches, and departures, allowing for more
direct paths outside the coverage of navigation beacons.

Regular exercises, such as this event, verify capabilities and
identify areas of improvement before units are tasked for real
world deployments. There are various training items needed
in order to deploy, including having the correct equipment,
verifying each individual is medically fit, and ensuring personnel have the proper combat or technical training for the
deployed environment.

Click here to read more

Click here to read more

After receiving his visa in 2007, her father, Navy Petty Officer
2nd Class Lambert Domey, moved to the U.S. to set down
roots while he saved up money to move his family. He first
went to Washington state before moving to Conway, Arkansas,
in 2009. From there, he felt called to serve his new country,
and joined Fighter Squadron Composite Twelve in the U.S.
Navy Reserve.

Click here to read more
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Did you know?
A&FRC Embedded Support Update

The experts of the Airman & Family Readiness Center are
experiencing a manning shortage in August and in November.
Personnel will be hosting the Month of the Military Family
base wide event.
A&FRC support will still be available the Monday through
Friday of the week before and after the UTAs below:
11-12 September – Ms. Peggy Bennett and Ms. Stephanie
Koonst will be at the embedded office (B276 room 115)
2-3 October – Ms. Lyndsey Ballard and Mr. Mike “Rudy”
Rudisill will be at the embedded office (B276 room 115)
4-5 December – Mr. Mike “Rudy” Rudisill and Ms. Stephanie
Koonst will be at the embedded office (B276 room 115)

Operation Homefront

UTA All Call highlights &
Suicide Awareness

Operation Homefront in partnership with Dollar Tree, will be
providing school supplies to DEERS enrolled military children
in grades Kindergarten through 12th for the 2021-2022
school year. Supplies will be limited and distributed on a first
come, first serve basis. Once your registration is complete,
you will receive a confirmation email.

If you missed the June UTA All Call you can read the highlights
in the synopsis sent via email. If you are due for the annual
Suicide Awareness Training you can view the brief video at
one of the links below. Please updated your training status
with unit training managers after viewing.

ELIGIBILITY:
Post 9/11 wounded, ill or injured service members of any
rank, both currently serving and those no longer serving in
the military
or
All branches/components of active duty, National Guard and
reserve forces in any duty status and of any rank

Facebook: https://fb.watch/68vr18YRIx/

REGISTER AT:
https://operationhomefront.org/event/btsb-little-rock-afb-ar
POC:
Lisa Henson - lisa.Henson@operationhomefront.org

Share Drive: 913AG\Squadrons\913AG-GROUP-PUBLIC\Training Materials
SharePoint (CAC enabled; located on PA documents page):
https://afrc.eim.us.af.mil/sites/913AG/PA/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?View=%7B15A36F65%2D4E88%
2D4356%2D8846%2D0780F1EF8AB0%7D
YouTube (not available on mil network): https://youtu.be/
JEPB_gJ1xVI
Sexual Assault Prevention &
Response Training
Full-time personnel are highly encouraged to attend the SAPR
training tentatively scheduled for 19 August. The Education &
Training office will send out details soon.
Traditional Reservists will have Sept - Dec UTAs to attend the
training. More details to follow.
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UTA Schedule
Friday, 6 August 21
1300-1400 - Pre-UTA Meeting & Strategic Alignment (HQ conference room)
1400-1450 - Status of Discipline (HQ conference room)
1500-1550 - Squadron Commanders meeting (HQ conference room)
1600-1630 - ART/SORTS/DRRS meeting (bldg 266, Intel vault)
Saturday, 7 August 21
0630-0730 - Fit 2 Fight Profiles (bldg 1090, 19AW Med Group)**must hand-carry medical documentation
0730-0900 - FSS & Group Staff Fitness Testing time (bldg 287, base fitness center)
0800-1100 - Newcomer’s brief (bldg. 266, APS auditorium)
0830-1530 - PHA, Audio & dental exams (bldg 1090, 19AW Med Group)
0830-0900 - Group Staff Meeting (HQ conference room)*All Group Staff personnel
0900-1000 - Group Staff Directors meeting (HQ conference room)
1015-1115 - EO meeting (HQ conference room)
1130-1230 - Women’s Brown Bag Lunch (HQ conference room) *All women welcome!
1300-1400 - Quarterly UDM meeting (Bldg 430)
1400-1500 - AG/CC Mentoring Time (HQ conference room) *O-5s
Sunday, 8 August 21
Fitness Assessment (Schedule varies by squadron)
0800-1100 - CBRNE Training (bldg 266, APS auditorium)
0830-1100 - EOC/PME Testing (1490 Vandenberg Dr., Base Education Center)
0900-1000 - Wing Inspection Team Meeting (bldg 266, IG Conference room)
1200-1500 - CSS, AFIPPS, HSR Training (HQ conference room)
1230-1530 - CBRNE Training (bldg. 266, APS auditorium)
1430-1530 - CHEATER University (bldg 266, Ops Auditorium) **Security Clearance Required
1530-1630 - AG/CC Walk-In Time *Group Staff Directors & Sq/CCs as needed

Fiscal Year 21 UTA Schedule

3-4 October 2020
7-8 November 2020
5-6 December 2020 (reschedule UTA with unit)
9-10 January 2021
6-7 February 2021
6-7 March 2021
8-11 April 2021
1-2 May 2021
5-6 June 2021
No July UTA
7-8 August 2021
11-12 September 2021
Fiscal Year 22 UTA Schedule

2-3 October 2021
6-7 November 2021
4-5 December 2021
8-9 January 2022
5-6 February 2022
5-6 March 2022
31 Mar - 3 April 2022
30 April - 1 May 2022
4-5 June 2022
No July UTA
6-7 August 2022
10-11 September 2022
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Health and Wellness

Get into Fighting Weight:
A Total Force
Fitness Guide

Working on that Fitness
Vital 90 workout classes are available specifically for drill
weekends!

Drill Saturdays: 4 p.m.
Drill Sundays: 6 a.m.
Warfit pavilion (near track)
The class is no more than one hour. It is a mixture
of cardio and strength training. There is a mix of running
(not long distance, but short intervals and some sprinting)
and rowing in the workouts. Instructors mix it up and many
times, will vary our workout depending upon class size.

Air Force releases updated fitness test
score breakdown

Click here to read more
Updated Fitness Scoring Charts

Click here to visit the latest charts
Air Force Personnel Center

Click here to visit the AFPC fitness site
Fitness Test Due Date Matrix

Click here to read more
Fitness Screening Questionnaire

If you’re ever worried you might not make weight or pass
your fitness test, this guide’s got you.
What makes this weight-loss guide different from other tools?
It encourages you to look at how different aspects of your
life contribute to your weight and overall health in ways you
might not expect.
For example, eating an apple instead of a piece of cake might
seem like an obvious choice when you want to lose weight.
But consider other factors beyond diet: What kinds of social
settings are you in? Are you feeling more stressed or anxious
than usual? Are you getting enough sleep?
How it works
This guide contains 5 challenges. Start with Challenge 1 so
you can set up a few things as a baseline. Then feel free to
skip around and take on challenges as you like. You might
want to improve just one or 2 areas rather than all 5. Or you
might prioritize one challenge over another.

Click to access the form
FITNESS & SPORTS CENTER
Monday - Thursday: 5 AM - 10 PM
Friday: 5 AM - 7 PM
Saturday: 9 AM - 6 PM
Sunday, Holidays and Down Days: 24 Hour Fitness Access
Only (registration required)
During the week, Vital 90 classes are held Monday through
Friday at 7 a.m. & 11 a.m. and at 6 p.m., Monday through
Thursday.

To register for 24 Hour Access, please see the front desk
during regular hours.

Click here to read more
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Personnel scheduled to physically show for drill are requested to answer the “Safe to Work” questions
below. Communicate with your supervisors if you have questions or concerns.

LRAFB Mask Guidance: Most facilities will require masks indoors regardless of
vaccination status.

Air Force COVID Website
AFRC COVID Website
Little Rock AFB COVID Website
AR Dept. Of Health

913th Airlift Group

CDC Website

Safe to Work Questions

DoD Updates
Pfizer Vaccine Factsheet
Moderna Vaccine Factsheet

Have you
experienced a
persistent fever over
100.4°F in the past
14 days?

Have you directly and
persistently been
exposed to someone
who has tested
positive for COVID-19
in the past 14 days?

Have you
experienced a
persistent cough in
the past 14 days?

Have you experienced
persistent shortness of
breath in the past 14
days?

DoD updated Mask Rules

Do you have any other symptoms?
Self-monitor and wear a mask. Proceed to next question above.
Consult with squadron leadership if you should stay home or come to drill.

How to Wear Cloth Face Coverings

CHECK

YOUR

MASK

Make sure itʼs not damaged

SECURE

YOUR

MASK

Secure the strings behind your head
or over your ears

Cloth face coverings should —
• Fit snugly but comfortably against the side
of the face
• Be secured with ties or ear loops
• Include multiple layers of fabric
• Allow for breathing without restriction
• Be able to be laundered and machine
COVER YOUR MOUTH AND
dried without damage or change to shape.

GO TO DRILL

You must be physically
present at drill weekend
with appropriate PPE.
If member is not having
symptoms (fever, chills,
body aches, persistent
cough or shortness of
breath) then member
must self-monitor and
wear a mask.

NOSE FULLY

make sure there are no gaps
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Air Force accelerates innovation
into action with Project Holodeck

Process Improvement & CRF
Continuous Process Improvement

In his transformative guidance to the force, “Accelerate
Change or Lose,” Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. CQ Brown,
Jr. provided the strategic imperative to improve innovation
pipelines and speed up the service’s decision-making process.

T-56
Centralized Repair Facility
Highlight
FY21 Production:
Engines: 70
Props: 33

As innovation continues apace across the Air Force, service
leaders are focused on doing just that — empowering Airmen
and accelerating the fielding and implementation of innovative ideas into tangible results.
“We are a service that believes in the power of ideas and
the power of the innovators who generate those ideas,” said
Air Force Vice Chief of Staff Gen. David W. Allvin. “Initially,
innovators harnessed airpower as a means to overcome the
challenges of terrestrial and seafaring battles, and today’s
innovators continue that legacy as battlefield lines morph in
new and unexpected ways. To the maximum extent possible,
we will continue to foster that innovative spirit by aligning
Airmen with the resources and support necessary to bring
forward game-changing ideas that sharpen our competitive
edge.”

30 July 2021

Current as of July 30, 2021

Air Force Reserve Command leadership supports improvement, innovation and creativity to improve and reform the
Air Force Reserve organization through Continuous Process
Improvement and Innovation.
Have an idea? Need help pitching your idea to leadership?
Contact Jim Henjum (james.henjum@us.af.mil)

Click here to read more
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Safety Highlights
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAFETY TIPS

Courtesy of the 913 AG Safety Office

Click here for more info (CAC enabled)
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OPSEC Highlights

Courtesy of Vox

For hackers, space is the final frontier
From offering joyrides for the ultra-rich to beaming the internet down to Earth, private space companies are very much
open for business.
But some cybersecurity experts say this emerging industry
is a giant target for hackers. Amid the surge in commercial
rocket launches and a recent spike in ransomware attacks,
cyberattacks aimed at space systems could disrupt internet
access, interfere with the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)
system, and even turn satellites into weapons.
“We should be worried about that if we’re worried about
people hacking into our navigation systems. We should be
worried about that if we care about our electric grid staying
online,” Gregory Falco, a civil engineering professor at Johns
Hopkins University, told Recode. “These space systems enable
all of this other critical infrastructure that we have, and we
don’t even realize it.”
The United States is not currently facing a large proliferation
of cyber attacks in space, but satellites have been hacked
in the past. For instance, two American satellites used by
the US Geological Survey and NASA to monitor climate and
terrain were broken into four times over the course of 2007
and 2008. Intrusions and physical attacks on satellites, their
connection systems, and the stations on Earth that control
them have increased in recent years “probably due to the
advancement of the tech being used and the space race,”
according to Maher Yamout, a senior security researcher at
the Russia-based cybersecurity company Kaspersky.

Back in April, the head of the Space Development Agency,
which is a branch of the Department of Defense meant to
boost the military’s space capabilities, warned that cyber
attacks against satellites posed more of a threat than
missiles. The Space Force, which is in charge of overseeing the
military’s satellites and GPS, is also boosting its cybersecurity
investments. The military is now preparing for the likelihood
that there could be more cyberattacks in space, while the
federal government urges the growing number of commercial
space companies to beef up their cybersecurity, especially as
they look to launch more satellites.
SpaceX, Amazon, OneWeb, and others have already launched
hundreds of satellites in order to sell internet access around
the world — and are planning to send thousands more into
orbit. Those will join the thousands of satellites we rely on for
…PRACTICE GOOD OPSEC!
“SHRED, ENCRYPT, PROTECT”

everything from telephone service to weather reports to agricultural research. While most people associate satellites with
navigation apps, satellites also transmit crucial timing data
that’s used to run the electric grid and banking transactions,
according to Travis Langster, the vice president of the space
situational awareness startup Comspoc.
Our increased reliance on this tech makes the threat of
hacking especially worrisome. A hacker could try to access a
satellite by targeting a company’s ground systems, and once
inside, the attacker could manipulate the communications or
controls, download unwanted software, or even tell the satellite to change its course, according to Iain Boyd, the director
of the University of Colorado Boulder’s Center for National
Security Initiatives.
Click to read more
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